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Parton-shower
Goal: (possible) dedicated parallel session at the December HXSWG workshop  
(transversal to Higgs prod. modes)

 
Review of current treatment in ATLAS and CMS VH(bb) & state-of-the-art TH tools: 
(already in part discussed last week)

hadronizationparton-shower
Try to define a simple set of questions to discuss at the December workshop.


‣ can we disentangle what enters in UEPS uncertainties with current 
implementations?


‣ use of shower weights: what do we cover, what is the interplay with current 
AZNLO variations / current scale and PDF+alpha_s variations (double 
counting)? 
can [shower weights + tune variations] be enough to avoid Pythia/Herwig?


‣ interplay with STXS measurements: 
so far UEPS unc. included as measurement uncertainty, could/should we 
define it in a way that allow moving it to the interpretation stage?


Nothing definitive today, feedback important

https://indico.cern.ch/event/770424/
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PS: uncertainties and recent developments
(Non exhaustive list, sorry for omissions)

I there are a few papers discussing PS uncertainties
- Sherpa: 1401.7971
- Herwig7: 1605.01338, 1810.06493
- Pythia8: 1605.08352

I “new” parton showers
- Vincia
- Deductor
- Dire: 1506.05057

I there are also ongoing studies on how to improve PS (from LL/NLL in the large
Nc limit to higher orders, subleading color, etc)

- Li, Skands, 1611.00013
- NLO DGLAP in Dire: 1705.00982, 1705.00742
- subleading color: 1806.10102, 1808.00332 (and previous papers)
- massive quarks (in initial state, as well as in the final state)

I and how to precisely assess their accuracy
- Dasgupta et al., 1805.0932

I at the meeting in December, we would like (and we were asked) to discuss the
status of these developments

I practicalities: multiple weights / Rivet
I we need to focus on what is more revelant for VH

0 / 0
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'UE / PS / MPI / HAD' systematics - current ATLAS recipe

‣ hard interaction

‣ final state radiation FSR

‣ initial state radiation ISR

‣ underlying event

‣ hadronisation

‣ hadron decay

‣ photon emission

General treatment in ATLAS Higgs analyses:  

‣ difference between Pythia8 and Herwig7

‣ eigentune variations (AZNLO + scale/MPI variations)

What we call 'UEPS' uncertainty  
~ aims at covering (approximately) several 
different effects 
(with large interplays among them)




Strategy for the Powheg+Pythia8 tune → tunes performed for pT(Z)<26GeV and φ*η<0.29 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (best description of the tuning parameters)
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JHEP, 09:145, 2014
1211.6899

Measurements of the Z/γ∗ boson transverse momentum distribution 
(and φ*η angular correlation) in pp collisions at √s = 7 TeV

The tuning only varies the ISR shower cut-off 
and the primordial kT in Pythia8: 

essentially constrained by data pT(Z)<12GeV 
- not affected by tuning upper bound 

(plus MPI parameters)

Tuned predictions agree with the measured 
XS within 2% for pT(Z)<50GeV

“Eigentune variations”:
only covering ISR/primordial-kT variations; 
ren. scale variations for FSR, and MPI cut-off 
paramaters are recommended to cover the full range of 
UE/PS/MPI uncertainties

‣ VAR1,VAR2: eigentune diagonalization
‣ MPIUp, MPIDown
‣ FSRUp, FSRDown

Ingredient 1: tune variations AZNLO
AZNLO: designed for the Powheg+Pythia8 NLO+PS generator, and 

provide a very good description of ISR in the low and medium pT region

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1406.3660.pdf
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/1211.6899
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1696339/files/stdm-2012-23.pdf
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Pythia8: transverse momentum ordered (ISR, FSR, MPI) 
               Lund String model (hadronization)
Herwig7: angular ordered

     Cluster Model (hadronization)
} Pythia8 vs Herwig7 encodes many 

differences / not a complete summary

Ingredient 2: parton-shower model

Reminder: uncertainty treatment in Higgs analyses 

Most Higgs analyses rely on Profile Likelihood Ratio fit to extract the signal: 

uncertainties encoded as Nuisance Parameters in the Likelihood


‣ normalization effect: relative acceptance across different categories 
(most Higgs analyses moving towards STXS measurement!)


‣ shape effect on discriminating variables / MVA input variables


We are not 'just' adding an uncertainty on the signal or background estimate:  
introducing correlations across categories which can be moved in the fit to data 

(e.g. can be important for STXS categorization)
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Impact in VHbb ATLAS analysis
VH(bb) analysis: parton shower leads signal TH systematics

UEPS: leading systematic

From Pythia8 vs Herwig7 

AZNLO tune variations on alternative MC model


up to O(10%) acceptance effect

m(bb) shape effect 
rather strong effect from Pythia8/Herwig7 comparison 
(no public plot to show today)
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BACK-UP
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Towards HXSWG workshop

‣ importance of these systematic uncertainties for Higgs measurements has 
been discussed out several times in this community - message clear 

‣ Higgs moving towards Simplified Template Cross Section (STXS) approach

• ‘Parton shower’ uncertainties: 

◦ perturbative showering uncertainties → already covered by 0/1-jet bin migration  
(same type of resummation perturbative uncertainty) 
 

◦ change in MPI/HAD model → different nuisance parameters 
if it affects the parton shower, it should already be covered by scale variations 

◦ note -- what is included in our ‘AZNLO tune variations?’ 
2 eigentune variations covering primordial-kT variations, and ISR-cutoff variations (SpaceShower:pT0Ref)  
2 tune variations covering UE variations (MPI-cutoff), and FSR variations (ren. scale) 
(perhaps subdominant, but at some point we might consider how these different NPs can enter in the scheme)

http://home.thep.lu.se/Pythia/pythia82html/SpacelikeShowers.html
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Possible discussion on correlations
(slide stolen from S. Prestel)
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QCD → H(bb) @ NNLO decay

‣ small impact on total XS (~7%)


‣ impact is strongly phase space 
dependent


‣ up to 80% for m(bb)<120GeV 
(NNLO extra FSR)


New investigation of interference effects 
between ME and decay, and  
comparison to parton-showered MC 
prediction 

http://hep-ph/1712.06954


New investigation of interference effects between ME and decay, and  
comparison to parton-showered MC prediction 

(PowhegMiNLO+Pythia8 as we are using) 

PS provides a good description of the NNLO shape, with more events in the more events in 
the m(bb) and pT(bb) tails


(Ongoing work to re-compute with massive b-quarks)
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QCD → H(bb) @ NNLO decay: ME+PS

http://hep-ph/1712.06954
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S. Prestel



(13TeV data)
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STXS for VH - short intro

(reference from LesHouches2017)

‣ optimized for analysis sensitivity (e.g. in this case driven by VH(bb) categorization)

‣ reducing dominant theory dependence in the measurement  

(by moving it to the interpretation stage)

‣ reduced residual theory uncertainties within the measurement of each bin 

(if residual th. uncertainties become large in the exp. acceptance for a bin, the bin the be 
further split in sub-categories)

‣ Feedback on the bin split is still 
welcome, not set in stone!

‣ Stage-1 bin split mostly based on VH(bb) analysis categories / variables

‣ “VH” bins include leptonic VH  
(H undecayed)


‣ qq ➝ V(qq)H as part of “VBF” bins

‣ gg ➝ Z(qq)H as part of “ggF”

STXS ≠ fiducial XS (and complementary) 
[fid/diff XS minimize theory dependence and 
acceptance corrections, decayed Higgs, ... ]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.07977.pdf
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(reference from LesHouches2017)

‣ optimized for analysis sensitivity (e.g. in this case driven by VH(bb) categorization)

‣ reducing dominant theory dependence in the measurement  

(by moving it to the interpretation stage)

‣ reduced residual theory uncertainties within the measurement of each bin 

(if residual th. uncertainties become large in the exp. acceptance for a bin, the bin the be 
further split in sub-categories)

‣ Feedback on the bin split is still 
welcome, not set in stone!

‣ Stage-1 bin split mostly based on VH(bb) analysis categories / variables

‣ “VH” bins include leptonic VH  
(H undecayed)


‣ qq ➝ V(qq)H as part of “VBF” bins

‣ gg ➝ Z(qq)H as part of “ggF”

STXS ≠ fiducial XS (and complementary) 
[fid/diff XS minimize theory dependence and 
acceptance corrections, decayed Higgs, ... ]

Reminder - two contributions from theory uncertainties

A. residual TH uncertainties, on the measurement of each 
single STXS bin (from assumed SM prediction of H kinematic 
within the STXS bin): these enter in the unfolding of exp. 
categories to STXS regions


B. 'interpretation' TH uncertainties, on the SM or BSM 
predictions of the STXS yields which enter in any subsequent 
interpretations


STXS scheme goal is to move the dominant TH unc. from A to B


First step: addressing B

STXS for VH - short intro

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.07977.pdf
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STXS for VH - bin split
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STXS for VH - uncertainty scheme
General parametrization of TH uncertainties for the interpretation step 
Ideally: ATLAS & CMS publish the measured STXS in each bin → TH prediction compared to the 
measurement with uncertainties coming directly from the table below 

stage-1



Single bin-boundary a/b splitting the phase space in 2:

The a/b cut itself is a new source of uncertainty, which is not present on σab
(e.g. jet-binning)

General parametrization of the uncertainty matrix = fully correlated + fully anti-correlated components
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STXS for VH - uncertainty scheme
One word on the implementation of the uncertainty scheme:

‣ 2 independent nuisance parameter for each of the 3 observables

(reference in Section 6 from LH17)

1st NP - overall yield uncertainty of a common source

2nd NP - migration uncertainty introduced by the a/b cut
               which fully cancels out in the a+b sum

fully
correlated

fully
anti-correlated

This parametrization is useful also for theorists that want to identify and estimate each component of the 
uncertainty -- well known case of uncertainties in fixed-order or resummed calculation for jet-binning.

Note: example of single a/b boundary extendable to multiple regions / multiple boundaries

https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.07977
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STXS for VH - uncertainty scheme
Simple example: pTV split only

[0,150] + [150, 250] + [250, ∞]


σtot = σ[0,150] +  
         σ[150,250] +  
         σ[250,∞] 
      = σ[0,150] +  
         σ[150,∞]


σ[150,∞] = σ[150,250] +  
              σ[250,∞] 

5 observables: {σtot, σ[0,150], σ[150,∞], σ[150,250], σ[250,∞]}

1NP → θy   : {ΔyWH; Δy[0,150]; Δy[150,∞]; Δy[150,250]; Δy[250,∞]}


ΔyWH = Δy[0,150] + Δy[150,∞]


Δy[150,∞] = Δy[150,250] + Δy[250,∞]

xi parameters in the table derived from the distribution of the overall yield uncertainty: 

x1 = Δy[0,150] / ΔyWH


x2 = Δy[150,250] / ΔyWH


x3 = Δy[250,∞] / ΔyWH
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STXS for VH - uncertainty scheme
Simple example: pTV split only

[0,150] + [150, 250] + [250, ∞]


σtot = σ[0,150] +  
         σ[150,250] +  
         σ[250,∞] 
      = σ[0,150] +  
         σ[150,∞]


σ[150,∞] = σ[150,250] +  
              σ[250,∞] 

2NP → θ0/150     : Δ150 x {0; 1; -1; -(1-y1); -y1}

            θ150/250     : Δ250 x {0; y2; -y2; (1-y2); -1}

(A priori the yi parameters don't have the same values)


Uncertainties on the cross-section bins:


unc.(σ[0,150]) =x1*ΔyWH  -  Δ150  -  y2*Δ250

unc.(σ[150,250]) =x2*ΔyWH  +  (1-y1)*Δ150  -  (1-y2)*Δ250

unc.(σ[250,∞]) =x3*ΔyWH  +  y1*Δ150  +  Δ250


‣ Δ150  is the unc. induced 
by the cut at 150GeV, fully 
anticorrelated {+1;-1} 
across the boundary, and 
distributed by y1 over the 
[150,∞] region


‣ Δ250  is the unc. induced 
by the cut at 250GeV,  
fully anticorrelated {+1;-1} 
across the boundary, and 
distributed by y2 over the 
[150,250] region

5 observables: {σtot, σ[0,150], σ[150,∞], σ[150,250], σ[250,∞]}
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STXS for VH - uncertainty sources and estimates

fixed-order predictions?

sensitive to resummation effects: 
resummed calculations or  
parton-shower MCsUncertainty from the modeling of parton-shower effects not included right 

now, but usually one of the dominant in the Higgs signal model

Second step - uncertainty estimate

How do we want to estimate 
EW uncertainties?


